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Nonmonotonic variation with salt concentration of the second virial coefficient in protein solutions
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The osmotic virial coefficientB2 of globular protein solutions is calculated as a function of added salt
concentration at fixedpH by computer simulations of the ‘‘primitive model.’’ The salt and counterions as well
as a discrete charge pattern on the protein surface are explicitly incorporated. For parameters roughly corre-
sponding to lysozyme, we find thatB2 first decreases with added salt concentration up to a threshold concen-
tration, then increases to a maximum, and then decreases again upon further raising the ionic strength. Our
studies demonstrate that the existence of a discrete charge pattern on the protein surface profoundly influences
the effective interactions and that linear and nonlinear Poisson Boltzmann theories fail for large ionic strength.
The observed nonmonotonicity ofB2 is compared with experiments. Implications for protein crystallization are
discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interactions between proteins in aqueous solutions de
mine their collective behavior, in particular, their aggreg
tion, their complexation with other macromolecules, and
timately their phase behavior, including phase separat
precipitation, and crystallization. Any theoretical analysis
the properties of protein solutions must rely on a clear
derstanding of their interactions. A good example is provid
by the control of protein crystallization, which is an essen
prerequisite for the determination of protein structure by
x-ray diffraction @1,2#. While at present protein crystalliza
tion is still mostly achieved experimentally by ‘‘trial an
error,’’ and on the basis of a number of empirical rules@3#,
there is clearly a need for a more fundamental understan
of the mechanisms controlling protein crystallization, a
this obviously requires a good knowledge of the forces
tween protein molecules in solution, and of their depende
on solution conditions, includingpH and salt concentration
@1,4–6#.

Protein interactions have various origins, and one m
conveniently distinguish between direct and induced~or ef-
fective! contributions. Direct interactions include short-ran
repulsive forces, which control steric excluded volume
fects, reflecting the shape of the protein van der Waals
persion forces, and electrostatic forces associated
pH-dependent electric charges and higher electrostatic m
tipoles carried by the protein residues@7#. Other, effective,
interactions depend on the degree of coarse graining in
statistical description and result from the tracing out of m
croscopic degrees of freedom associated with the solvent
added electrolyte, i.e., the water molecules and microio
Tracing out the solvent results in hydrophobic attraction a
hydration forces, while integrating over microion degrees
freedom leads to screened electrostatic interactions betw
residues, the range of which is controlled by the Deb
screening length, and hence by electrolyte concentration

However, while coarse graining through elimination
microscopic degrees of freedom, leading to state-depen
1063-651X/2003/67~5!/051404~13!/$20.00 67 0514
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effective interactions isa priori a reasonable procedure t
describe highly asymmetric colloidal systems, where p
ticles have diameters of typically hundreds of nanomet
and carry thousands of elementary charges, this is obvio
less justified for the much smaller and less charged prote
In particular, the assumption of uniformly charged collo
surfaces, leading to spherically symmetric, screened inte
tions between the electric double layers around colloid p
ticles, as epitomized by the classic DLVO~Derjaguin-
Landau-Verwey-Overbeek! potential @8#, ceases to be a
reasonable approximation at the level of nanometric prote
carrying typically of the order of 10 elementary charges. T
reason is that length scales that are widely separated in
loidal assemblies, become comparable in protein solutio
while the discreteness of charge distributions on proteins
no longer be ignored, since the distance between two cha
residues on the protein surface is no longer negligible co
pared to the protein diameter. Thus, electrostatic, as we
other~e.g., hydrophobic! interactions are much more specifi
in proteins, and must be associated with several interac
sites, rather than merely with the centers of mass as is
case for~spherical! colloidal particles.

Another very important distinction between colloids a
protein solutions is that the forces between the former m
be measured directly, using optical means@9–11#, while in-
teractions between proteins can only be inferred indirec
from measurements by static light scattering of the osm
equation of state which, at sufficiently low concentration
yields the second osmotic virial coefficientB2 @3,12–14#, the
main focus of the present paper. The variation ofB2 with
solution conditions yields valuable information on the und
lying effective pair interactions between proteins. Moreov
it was shown empirically by George and Wilson@3# that
there is a strong correlation between the measured value
B2 and the range of solution conditions that favor prote
crystallization @12,15,16#. Crystallization can only be
achieved if the measured value ofB2 falls within a well
defined ‘‘slot.’’ If B2 is too large, repulsive interactions pre
dominate, leading to slow crystallization rates. On the ot
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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hand, if B2 is highly negative, strong attractions lead
amorphous aggregation.

The correlation betweenB2 and crystallization may be
rationalized by noting that protein crystals generally coex
with a fairly dilute protein solution, the thermodynam
properties~and, in particular, the free energy! of which are
essentially determined byB2. Coexistence between a den
solid phase and a dilute fluid phase is generally a signatur
a very short-ranged attraction between particles as comp
to their diameter@16–19#.

For such short-ranged attractive interactions, the ph
separation into dilute and concentrated proteins solutions
pected on the basis of a mean-field van der Waals theor
in fact preempted by the freezing transition, i.e., the criti
~or ‘‘cloud’’ ! point lies below the freezing line. The critica
fluctuations associated with this metastable cloud point m
lead to a significant enhancement of the crystal nuclea
rate @20#, while the position of the cloud point in th
concentration-temperature plane is strongly correlated w
the virial coefficientB2 @16#.

The present paper focuses on the variation ofB2 with
ionic strength of added salt. This is a particularly importa
issue since ‘‘salting out’’ of protein solutions is one of th
standard methods used to induce crystallization. An incre
in salt concentration reduces the screening length and h
the electrostatic repulsion, allowing short-range attract
forces~e.g., of hydrophobic or van der Waals origin! to come
into play which will ultimately trigger nucleation. Recen
experiments and theoretical considerations point to a n
monotonic variation ofB2 with increasing ionic strength
@21–25#, or to a pronounced shoulder in theB2 versus ionic
strength curve@26# in lysozyme solutions. A similar non
monotonic variation has recently been reported
b-lactoglobulinA solutions@27#. Closely related findings are
the observation of a nonmonotonic cloud point@28–30#, and
of a minimum in the solubility of lysozyme with increasin
salt concentration@31,32#; the solubility is obviously related
to the osmotic virial coefficient@33,34#. Similarly, the attrac-
tive interaction parameterl, which controls the variation o
the measured protein diffusion coefficientD with volume
fraction, was found to exhibit a sharp minimum upon
increase of ionic strength of lysozyme solutions@35#; again,
this interaction parameter strongly correlates withB2
@36,37#.

Traditional models for the protein-protein interaction ca
not easily reproduce such nonmonotonic behavior ofB2 or
related quantities. The ‘‘colloidal’’ approach based on sphe
cal particles interacting via the screened Coulomb DLV
potential @8# can only predict a monotonic decrease ofB2
with ionic strength @5,38#. The same is true for model
@5,12,15# accounting for short-range attractions via Baxte
‘‘adhesive sphere’’ representation@39#. In these models
which assume central pairwise interactions,B2 reduces to a
simple integral of the Mayer function associated with t
spherically symmetric potential@40,41#. More recent calcu-
lations account for the asymmetric shape of proteins@22,42#,
or include several ‘‘sticky’’ sites at the surface of the prote
@43,44#.

In these traditional calculations, electrostatic interactio
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between proteins and microions are routinely treated wit
mean-field Poisson-Boltzmann~PB! theory, generally in its
linearized version~as is the case for the classic DLVO po
tential!. However, as explained earlier, all relevant leng
scales~i.e., protein diameter, mean distance between char
sites on the protein surface, and between coions and cou
rions, as well as the Debye screening length! are comparable
in protein solutions, so that the discrete nature of both
interaction sites, and of the coions and counterions, can
longer be ignored. Moreover, Coulomb correlations are
pected to be enhanced on the protein length scales and
lead to strong deviations from the predictions of PB theo
which have recently been shown to induce short-range att
tions, even between much larger colloidal particles@28,45–
48#.

The present paper takes into account the discrete natu
the microions within a ‘‘primitive model’’ description of the
electrolyte, and presents results of molecular dynamics~MD!
calculations of the equilibrium distribution of coions an
counterions around two proteins and of the resulting osm
virial coefficientB2. Two models of the charge distributio
on the surface of the spherical proteins will be considered
the colloidlike model the charge is assumed to be uniform
distributed over the surface, while in the discrete cha
model, the charges are attached to a small number of in
action sites. The latter model will be shown to lead to
distinctly nonmonotonic variation ofB2 with ionic strength,
as observed experimentally. During preparation of the c
rent paper, Strioloet al. @49# published a study, where simila
colloidal models for proteins were considered. They exa
ined a colloid that comprises of discrete charges of b
signs to account for nonuniform charge distribution. T
simulation results of Ref.@49# show a strong influence o
dipolar interactions on effective forces.

The paper is organized as follows. The model and k
physical quantities are introduced in Sec. II. Simulation d
tails are described in Sec. III. Results of the simulations
presented and discussed in Sec. IV, while conclusions
summarized in Sec. V. A preliminary account of parts of t
results was briefly reported elsewhere@50#.

II. MODELS, EFFECTIVE FORCES, AND SECOND
VIRIAL COEFFICIENT

The globular proteins under consideration are modeled
hard spheres of diametersp , carrying a total~negative!
charge2Ze. Within a primitive model representation@51#,
the molecular granularity of the aqueous solvent is ignor
and replaced by a continuum of dielectric permittivitye,
while the monovalent counterions and salt ions are assu
to have equal diametersss and chargesqs56e.

Two models are considered for the charge distribution
the surface of the protein. In the ‘‘smeared charge mod
~SCM!, the total charge2Ze is assumed to be uniformly
distributed over the spherical surface, which is the stand
model for charge-stabilized colloidal suspensions@28,45–
48#, involving highly charged objects. According to Gaus
theorem, the SCM is equivalent to the assumption that
total chargeZe is placed at the center of the sphere. In t
4-2
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‘‘discrete charge model’’~DCM!, point charges (2e) are
distributed over a sphere of diametersd5asp , in such a
way as to minimize the electrostatic energy of the distrib
tion. Obviously, for very smalla, the DCM model will tend
to coincide with the SCM model. In practice, the ioniz
residues are near the protein surface, and the precise ch
of a is made according to a Coulomb coupling criteri
elaborated at the end of Sec. III. The resulting optimiz
charge pattern, well known from the classic Thompson pr
lem ~see Ref.@52# for a recent review!, is kept fixed through-
out. Such Thompson patterns do not correspond to the
charge distribution on any specific protein~see Refs.@53,54#,
where a simple toy model of lysozyme with different char
distribution corresponding to solutions of differentpH is
constructed! but do provide a well defined discrete model f
any value ofZ. Note that the discrete distributions are ch
acterized by nonvanishing multipole moments, depending
the symmetry of the distribution for any specific value ofZ,
while the SCM implies vanishing multipoles of all orders.

At this stage the SCM and DCM models involve on
excluded volume and bare Coulomb interactions~reduced by
a factor 1/e to account for the solvent! between all particles
proteins as well as microions.

The following physical quantities were systematica
computed in the course of the MD simulations, to be d
scribed in the following section.

~a! The density profiles of coions and counterions arou
a single globular protein is defined via

r6~rW !5K (
j

d~rW j
62rW !L . ~1!

Here, rW j
6 is the position of thej th microion of species

6 relative to the protein center, while the angular brac
denotes a canonical average over the microion config
tions. For an isolated SCM protein these profiles are sph
cally symmetric, and depend only on the radial distancr

5urWu. For isolated DCM proteins the profiles are no long
spherically symmetric, and may be expanded in spher
harmonics. The anisotropy turns out to be weak, and only
spherically symmetric component@corresponding to averag
ing r6(rW) over protein orientations# will be shown in the
following.
E
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~b! The second quantity, which will be the key input in th
calculation ofB2, is the microion averaged total forceFW 15

2FW 2 acting on the centers of two proteins, placed at a re
tive positionrW5rW12rW2; the forceFW 1 is a function ofrW. Its
statistical definition was discussed earlier in the context
charged colloids@45,55,56#, and it involves three contribu
tions

FW 15FW 1
(1)1FW 1

(2)1FW 1
(3) . ~2!

FW 1
(1) is the direct Coulomb repulsion between the charge d

tributions on the two proteins;FW 1
(2) is the microion induced

electrostatic force, whileFW 1
(3) is the depletion force that ma

be traced back to the inbalance of the osmotic pressure o
microions acting on the opposite sides of protein 1 due to
presence of protein 2.FW 1

(3) is directly expressible as the in
tegral of the microion contact density over the surface of
protein @57,58#.

In the case of the SCM, the microion averaged force
pends only on the distancer 5urW12u between the two proteins
For the DCM, on the other hand,FW 1 is a function of
the relative orientations of the two proteins, as charac
ized by the sets of Euler anglesVW 1 and VW 2, i.e., FW 1

5FW 1(rW,VW 1 ,VW 2).
~c! Once the forceFW 1 has been determined as a functio

of rW, VW 1, andVW 2, one may then calculate an orientationa
averaged, but distance resolved, effective protein-protein
potential according to

V~r !5E
r

`

dr8K rW8

urWu
•FW 1~rW8,VW 1 ,VW 2!L

VW 1 ,VW 2

, ~3!

where the angular brackets^•••&VW 1VW 2
refer to a canonical

statistical average over mutual orientations of the two p
teins weighted by the Boltzmann factor of the effective p
tential Ve f f(rW,VW 1 ,VW 2) such that ]Ve f f(rW,VW 1 ,VW 2)/]rW5

2FW 1(rW,VW 1 ,VW 2). Explicitly, for any quantityA(rW,VW 1 ,VW 2),
^A&VW 1 ,VW 2
5

E dVW 1dVW 2A~rW,VW 1 ,VW 2!exp$~2Ve f f~rW,VW 1 ,VW 2!/kBT!%

E dVW 1dVW 2exp$2Ve f f~rW,VW 1 ,VW 2!/kBT%

. ~4!
In practice, the anisotropy ofVe f f turns out to be sufficiently
weak so as to justify an unweighted angular average in
~4!, i.e., to set the Boltzmann factor equal to 1.

~d! The second virial coefficientB2 finally follows from
the expression
q. B25
1

2E drW@12b~r !#, ~5!

where
4-3
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b~r !5S 1

8p2D 2E dVW 1dVW 2exp@2Ve f f~rW,VW 1 ,VW 2!/kBT#.

~6!

The angular integrations are trivial in the case of the SC
whereVe f f depends only onr. In the case of the DCM, one
may use the identity

b~r !5expF2E
r

`

dr8
d

dr8
@ ln b~r 8!#G , ~7!

to show thatB2 may be cast in a form similar to that appr
priate for the SCM, namely,

B25
1

2E drW@12exp$2V~r !/kBT%#, ~8!

whereV(r ) is the potential of the orientationally average
projected force, as defined in Eq.~3!. As pointed out earlier,
B2 is directly accessible experimentally by extrapolati
light scattering data to small wave vectors@41# or by taking
derivatives of osmotic pressure data with respect to conc
tration @13,14#. Results will be presented in the form of th
reduced second virial coefficientB2* 5B2 /B2

(HS) , where
B2

(HS)52psp
3/3, i.e.,

B2* 511
3

sp
3Esp

`

r 2dr@12exp$2V~r !/kBT%#. ~9!

III. SIMULATION DETAILS

We study a pair (Np52) of spherical proteins with
center-to-center separationr, confined in a cubic box of
length L54sp , which also contained monovalent coion
and counterions in numbers determined by their bulk c
centrations and overall charge neutrality. There areZNp
counterions dissociated from the protein surface, andNs
added salt ion pairs such that the screening of proteins is
to N15Ns coions andN25Ns1ZNp counterions in the
simulation box. A snapshot of a typical equilibrium microio
configuration around two proteins is shown in Fig. 1 for t
protein charge numberZ515. The two proteins were place
symmetrically with respect to the center along the body
agonal of a cubic simulation cell; periodic boundary con
tions in three dimensions were adopted.L was chosen such
that the box length is much larger than the range of the t
~effective! protein-protein interaction, so that the results a
independent ofL for nonzero salt concentration. The lon
range electrostatic interactions between two charged part
in the simulation box with periodic boundary condition
were modified using the Lekner summation method of i
ages@59#. For our model to be a rough representation
lysozyme, we chosesp54 nm, and three different protei
chargesZ56,10, and 15, corresponding to three differe
values of the solutionpH. The microion diameter was cho
sen to besc5sp/1550.267 nm.

For both the SCM and the DCM, the contact coupli
parameter between a protein and a microion, namelyG
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52e2/@ekBT(sp2sd1sc)# for the DCM, and G
52Ze2/@ekBT(sp1sc)# for the SCM, are comparable, an
of the order ofG'3 at room temperature. We fixed the d
electric constant of water to bee581 and the system tem
perature to beT5298 K. Varying salt concentration for fixed
protein chargeZ corresponds to a fixed solutionpH @60#.

Details of the runs corresponding to different salt conc
trations are summarized in Table I. Note that the Deb
screening lengthr D , defined by

r D5A ekBTV

8p~Ns1Z!qse
2

~10!

is less than 10 Å for salt concentration beyond 0.1M . Here,
V is the accessible volume for salt ions such that the

FIG. 1. Snapshot of a typical MD-generated microion config
ration around two proteins, separated byr 51.7sp . The proteins
carry 15 discrete charges2e and the monovalent salt density
Cs50.206 mol/l. The globular protein molecules are shown as t
large gray spheres. The embedded small dark spheres on thei
face mimic the discrete protein charges in the DCM model. T
small gray spheres are counterions, while the black spheres
coions.

TABLE I. Parameters used for the different simulation runs.Ns

is the number of salt ion pairs in simulation box,Cs is the salt
concentration in mol/l, the Debye screening lengthr D is defined by
Eq. ~10!, and r s5„3V/4p(2Ns12Z)…1/3 is the average distanc
between salt ions for a given salt concentration.

Run Ns Cs ~mol/l! r D /sp r s /sp

1 0 0 0 0
2 125 0.05 0.34 0.39
3 250 0.103 0.24 0.31
4 500 0.206 0.17 0.25
5 1000 0.412 0.12 0.2
6 1500 0.62 0.1 0.17
7 2000 0.824 0.085 0.16
8 2500 1.03 0.077 0.15
9 3000 1.24 0.07 0.14
10 4000 1.65 0.06 0.124
11 5000 2.061 0.054 0.118
4-4
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concentrationCs is Ns /V. Thus, the point charges on th
protein surface are effectively screened from each other@29#.
For each of the runs indicated in Table I, the distan
resolved effective forces and interaction potentials are ca
lated according to Eqs.~2! and ~3!. The statistical average
over microion configurations leading toFW 1

(2) and FW 1
(3) were

evaluated from time averages in the MD simulations.

IV. MICROION DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND
A SINGLE PROTEIN

First, as a reference, consider a single protein (Np51)
placed at the center of the simulation box. We calcula
spherically averaged, radial microion density profilesr(r )
5r1(r )1r2(r ) in the immediate vicinity of the protein sur
face. For a singleneutral sphere in a salted solution, resul
for r(r ) are drawn in Fig. 2. There is a marked depletion
the microion density, signaled by a minimum ofr(r ) at con-
tact, well below the asymptotic bulk value. For low salt co
centration, the observed depletion zone of salt ions arou
neutral sphere is in qualitative agreement with the stand
analysis based on the linearized theory which involves a
rection;2exp(22r/rD)/r2 @61# to the homogeneous densit
The depletion is enhanced upon increasing the salt con
tration. At sufficiently high salt concentrations, this min
mum is followed by a weak, but detectable, ion layer~see
corresponding lines for runs 7 and 9 in Fig. 2!. The forma-
tion of a depletion zone isnot a consequence of the dire
~hard-core! interaction between salt ions and the protein s
face, since the position of the observed layer is significan
further away from the protein surface than one ion diame
A rough estimate for the distance between layer and neu
sphere gives a value of 2.5ss , or equivalently 0.17sp . For
runs 7 and 9, where the ion layer emerges, this distance
the order of an average ion separationr s in the system and
twice the Debye screening lengthr D as well ~see Table I!.
Obviously, it is the small ion correlations that lead to t
peak formation in the salt density profiles. An intuitive arg
ment is that the lack of mutual polarization in a dense s
solution near neutral surfaces causes ion depletion.

FIG. 2. Normalized total salt density profilesr(r ) near a single
neutral sphere. r05Ns /V is the bulk density. The added salt co
centration is increased from top to bottom~see the arrow, which
refers to the density near the protein surface! according to runs 1–5
7, 9.
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physical meaning of this depletion is discussed in more de
in Ref. @61#. Qualitatively similar depleted density profile
were observed in Lennard-Jones system confined betw
neutral planes@62# and in Yukawa mixtures@63#. Further-
more, an effective force that pushes a single ion towa
regions of higher salinity is predicted within Debye-Hu¨ckel
theory for interfacial geometries@64#.

Next we consider a protein sphere with charge num
Z510. The total salt densities, as sums of coions and co
terion densities, are shown in Fig. 3 for both the SCM a
DCM. At the lower salt concentrations~up to run 5! the SCM
and DCM models both yield an accumulation of the micr
ion density near ion-protein contact, in semiquantitat
agreement with the prediction of standard PB theory. F
rising ionic strength, the total microion density gets deple
near the protein surfaces, as in the previously conside
case of a neutral sphere. Remarkably, this depletion oc
both with the SCM and DCM and contradicts the PB pred
tion. The intuitive picture is that a microscopic layer of cou
terions is formed around the proteins. An additional salt p
now profits more from the bulk polarization than from th
protein surface polarization and is thus excluded from t

FIG. 3. Total salt density near a single protein surface for
SCM ~a! and the DCM~b! models and runs 2–5, 7, 9, 11. Th
arrow ~in the direction of an increase in added salt concentrati!
applies to all runs except run 11, which is shown as a solid line w
symbols.
4-5
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layer. By normalizing the profiles to the total bulk densi
this effect becomes visible as a depletion zone in Fig.
where a noticeable difference between the SCM and D
profiles also emerges. Whereas the DCM predicts a con
value rc„r 5(sp1sc)/2… larger than the bulk value, th
SCM predicts a much stronger microion depletion near c
tact. More generally, the contact value of the DCM mode
always larger than that of the SCM model for the same
concentrations. This finding illustrates the sensitivity of c
relation effects to the assumed charge pattern at the su
of a protein. This correlation effect is, of course, absent
linear and nonlinear PB theories, which always predic
monotonically decreasing density profiler(r ). A direct com-
parison between the SCM, DCM models and nonlinear
theory solved in a spherical cell within the SCM@65# is
shown in Fig. 4 for two of the higher salt concentratio
from Fig. 3. For the intermediate salt concentrationCs
50.206 mol/l ~run 4! both simulation and theory predict
monotonic decrease of salt density away from the pro
surface. Surprisingly, the PB result for the SCM is in go
agreement with the simulation result for the DCM. This te
dency is observed up to run 5, we believe that it is due to
artificial cancellation of errors in the PB treatment of sm
ion densities. It is a well known fact that near a colloid
surface the PB densities are higher than the simulated
for the traditional SCM colloids. On the other hand, t
DCM densities are systematically larger than the SCM
sults at ion-protein contact, as shown in Fig. 3. As a res
the PB results turn out to be closer to the DCM than to
SCM densities. In the case of the higher salt concentrat
Cs50.824 mol/l ~run 7!, the simulation results strongly de
viate from the PB predictions. Note that the long-range
havior of the concentration profiles is not well reproduced
the PB cell model. A comparison between the SCM a
DCM results for run 7~solid and dashed lines in Fig. 4!
reveals a strong colloidal charge-counterion pair associa
for the DCM. This result is in accordance with the findin
of Ref. @66#, where a significant influence of the colloi

FIG. 4. Total density profilesr(r ) of salt ions around a single
protein with Z510, for run 4 ~bottom set of curves! and run 7
~upper set of curves!, comparing the DCM simulations~solid line!,
the SCM simulations ~dashed line!, and nonlinear Poisson
Boltzmann theory of the SCM~squares connected by lines!.
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charge discretization on the counterion distribution is
vealed.

A multipole expansion of the total salt number density
the DCM, demonstrates that the higher order expansion
efficients are strongly damped and much weaker than
zero-order homogeneous term shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Effective force and B2 for a protein pair

Next we consider the angularly averaged effective fo
F(r )52dV(r )/dr and potentialV(r ) between two proteins
embedded in a sea of small salt ions. Simulation results
the simpler case of the SCM are plotted in Fig. 5 forZ
510 and compared with the DLVO theory. There is a sy
tematic deviation between the theoretical and simulation
sults. While the DLVO@8# potential

U (DLVO)~r !5
ZDLVO

2 e2

er
exp~2r /r D!, ~11!

FIG. 5. Total forceF(r ) ~a! and interaction potentialV(r ) ~b!
versus dimensionless distancer /sp within the SCM, for a protein
chargeZ510. The force is divided byF05kBT/lB , where lB

5e2/ekBT is the Bjerrum length. The added salt concentration
creases from top to bottom, according to runs 1, 3, 5, 11. Das
lines correspond to the DLVO theory. The inset in~b! shows in
more detail the differences between the SCM simulations and
DLVO potential for run 11.
4-6
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whereZDLVO5Z exp@(sp1sc)/2r D#/@11(sp1sc)/2r D#, al-
ways results in a repulsive force, the simulations indicate
possibility of an attraction between proteins for large s
concentrations. The forceF(r ) at the higher salt concentra
tionsCs shows a maximum at a distancer nearly equal to the
ion diameter. Note that, for the highest salt concentrat
considered,Cs52.061 mol/l~run 11!, where the electrostatic
interactions are almost completely screened out, the effec
forceF(r ) is dominated by entropic effects, see also the in
in Fig. 5~b!; it is reminiscent of the entropic depletion forc
of hard sphere system. The corresponding potential is n
tive at short distances, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5~b!, and
is related to the depletion in the microion total density p
files r(r ) around an isolated protein, shown in Fig. 3. W
note that such an entropic attraction is not contained
DLVO theory. Its origin is also different from the salting-ou
effect studied in Refs.@12,67–70# or the macroion over-
charging effect studied in Ref.@71#. In Fig. 6, the salt depen
dence of the total interaction forceF(r ) @Eq. ~2!# is broken
up into its componentsF (2) andF (3) for two values ofr. This
helps to show that at large salt concentrations it is indeed
entropic component that causes the force to be attractive

FIG. 6. The total forceF ~circles! and its electrostaticF (2)

~squares! and entropicF (3) ~triangles! components versus salt con
centration. The separation distance is fixed at~a! r /sp51 and~b!
r /sp51.1. The simulations are for the SCM withZ510, and show
that at high salt concentrations, the entropic force dominates.
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run 11 in Figs. 5~a! and 6~a!. Finally, we mention that the
range of attraction observed here will depend on the elec
lyte ~salt ion! size@72#. This feature of our model may hint a
a cause for the salt specificity observed in salting-out exp
ments on protein crystallization@73#.

The same calculations were carried out for the other t
protein charges in the SCM model,Z56 andZ515, with
qualitatively similar results to those obtained forZ510. For
all charges and salt densities considered, the long-range
havior of interaction forces and potentials is always in po
quantitative agreement with the DLVO predictions. For
better match of theory and simulation, one would have
carry out an additional rescaling procedure of the bare p
tein chargeZ @in Eq. ~11!#.

It is clear that the effective forces and potentials betwe
two proteins will no longer be spherically symmetric with
the DCM model. Three distinguishable mutual orientatio
of the two proteins are schematically outlined in Fig. 7~a!,
corresponding to particular configurations of the Euler ang
VW 1 ,VW 2 of the two proteins. Nevertheless, our simulation
sults, presented in Fig. 7~b!, for these three orientations

FIG. 7. ~a! An illustration of three different mutual orientation
of two proteins. Points inside spheres represent protein charge
the DCM. ~b! Total interaction forceF(r ) versus dimensionless
separation distancer /sp for mutual orientations shown in~a! for
run 5 andZ510 in the DCM. The inset shows the same, but fo
Yukawa segment model.
4-7
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show that the actual force anisotropy is weak. This obse
tion justifies a posteriori the assumption made in Eq.~4!,
where the angular-dependent Boltzmann weight was se
one. However, this is no longer true for the Yukawa segm
model @56,74,75#, as shown in the inset of Fig. 7~b!. Within
this model, the total effective interaction potential betwee
pair of proteins is given by

U (YS)~r !5
1

Z2 (
n,k51

Z

U (DLVO)~ urWk
(1)2rWn

(2)u!, ~12!

whererWk
(1) and rWn

(2) represent the positions of the point un
charges on different proteins. We emphasize that the a
topic ~or nonisotropic! interactions incorporated in our DCM
differ from those considered, for example, in Ref.@44#,
where B2 is calculated for a set of hydrophobicattractive
patches on the protein surface. Within our version of
DCM the third configuration in Fig. 7~a! ~solid line!, has the
highest statistical weight of the three cases shown@see Eqs.
~3! and ~4!#. If, on the other hand, the point charges on t
protein are replaced by attractive patches@44#, then the con-
figuration with two points nearly touching@dot-dashed line
in Fig. 7~a!#, is the statistically most favorable conformatio
Similar arguments hold within a molecular model for sit
specific short-range attractive protein-protein interactio
@76,77#. Results for distance-resolved forces within the DC
model are shown in Fig. 8~a!, for Z510. When the salt con
centration is less thanCs&0.2 mol/l, the results are simila
to those of the SCM model: i.e., for low ionic strength, t
force is repulsive, while for high ionic strength there is
attraction near contact followed by a repulsive barrier. T
distinguishing property of the DCM is thenonmonotonicity
of the force with the increase of ionic strength. This, in tu
gives rise to the nonmonotonic behavior of the spherica
averaged interaction potentialV(r ) shown in Fig. 8~b!. This
feature ofV(r ) manifests itself in the following way in Fig
8~b!: the potential is first strongly reduced asCs is increased,
then its amplitude and range increase very significantly
intermediate concentrations (Cs.1 mol/l), before it nearly
vanishes at the highest salt concentrations. Note thatV(r )
even becomes slightly attractive at contact (r 5sp) for Cs
.2 mol/l. Similar effects are also observed forZ56 and
Z515 ~see Fig. 9!, suggesting that the effect is generic f
discrete charge distributions. It is also worth emphasiz
that the interaction potentialV(r ) for Z56 and high salt
concentrations@this corresponds to run 9 in Fig. 9~a!# is to-
tally attractive over the whole range of the protein-prote
separations.

Once the effective potentialV(r ) is known, it is straight-
forward to calculate the second osmotic virial coefficient
ing Eq. ~8!. In doing so, however, one should keep in mi
that it is the total interaction that entersB2. Real proteins
also exhibit an additional short-range interaction, as seen
example, in experimental studies of the osmotic pressure
structural data for lysozyme@78#, or in fits to its phase be
havior @15#. This attraction stems from hydration forces, v
der Waals interactions, and other molecular interactions
are, to a first approximation, independent of salt concen
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tion. Hence, we have taken the expected short-range at
tion between proteins into account by adding to the effect
Coulomb potential in Eq.~9!, an additional ‘‘sticky’’ hard
sphere potential~SHS! of the Baxter form@39#,

VSHS~r !

kBT
5H `, r<sp

lnF 12td

sp1dG , sp,r ,sp1d

0, r>sp1d,

~13!

with potential parametersd50.02sp and t50.12, which
yield reasonable osmotic data for lysozyme solutio
@15,26,78# in the high salt concentration regime. This squa
well potential is isotropic and ignores the directionality
hydrophobic attraction between proteins@33,43#. The second
virial coefficient for the SHS potential is

B2
(HS)

B2
(SHS) 512

1

4t
13

d

sp

1OS d2

sp
2D . ~14!

FIG. 8. Total interaction forceF(r ) ~a! and interaction potentia
V(r ) ~b! versus dimensionless separation distancer /sp for the
DCM at Z510. Full curves, run 7; dashed curves, run 8; da
dotted curves, run 9; full curves with circles, run 11. The ins
shows low salt concentrations, from top to bottom, runs 1, 4, 5
4-8
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Short-range attractions lead to ‘‘energetic fluid’’ behav
@79#, where the crystallization is driven primarily by the d
tails of the interactions, instead of being dominated by
usual entropic hard-core exclusions. This suggests that
directionality may be very important for details of the prote
crystallization behavior@43#. However, for the physically
simpler behavior of the virial coefficient, the directionali
can be ignored in a first approximation. For simplicity, w
assume the parametert to be independent of electrolyte con
ditions, although a weak dependence based on experim
observations is reported in Refs.@26,77#. The addition of
VSHS(r ) strongly magnifies the nonmonotonicity ofB2 stem-
ming from the nonmonotonic behavior ofV(r ) near contact.

Results forB2* as a function of salt concentration a
shown in Fig. 10 for three different protein charges@80#.
There is a considerablequalitative difference between the
predictions of the SCM and the DCM models for the var
tion of B2* with monovalent salt concentrationCs for each
protein chargeZ. Whereas the SCM~curves with symbols in
Fig. 10! predicts a monotonic decay ofB2* with Cs , the

FIG. 9. The same as in Fig. 8 but now for protein charges~a!
Z56 and ~b! Z515. The run numbers are placed next to cor
sponding curves. The result for run 1 in~a! is reduced four times to
fit the y-axis scale. The inset in~b! shows low salt concentrations
from top to bottom, runs 1, 4, 5, 7.
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DCM leads to a markedly nonmonotonic variation, involvin
an initial decay towards a minimum~salting out! followed by
a subsequent increase to a maximum~salting in! and a final
decrease at highCs values~salting out!. The location of the
local minima shifts to higher or lower values ofCs for larger
or smaller protein chargesZ. Thus, for larger protein charg
one needs a higher salt concentration to achieve the ‘‘salt
out’’ conditions conducive to protein crystallization@41#.
Even though the effective Coulomb potential between p
teins is weak, with an amplitude of the order of the therm
energykBT, its effect onB2 is dramatically enhanced by th
presence of the strong short-range attractive Baxter poten
We remark that the nonmonotonicity inB2 occurs at the
same salt concentrations in the absence of the short-ra

- FIG. 10. Normalized second virial coefficientB2* 5B2 /B2
(HS) of

a protein solution versus salt concentrationCs . The lines with
~without! symbols correspond to the SCM~DCM! model. In~a! the
results are shown for protein chargesZ56 ~dashed lines! and Z
515 ~solid lines!. Results forZ510 are given in~b! together with
a normalized second virial coefficient corresponding to the DLV
potential. Whereas the SCM virial coefficients decrease monot
cally with increasing salt concentration, as expected from sim
screening arguments, the DCM shows a markednonmonotonicin-
crease ofB2 at intermediate salt concentrations.
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ALLAHYAROV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 051404 ~2003!
attraction; but the difference between the maximal and m
mal B2 in this case is only about 10% as compared to
data of Fig. 10. Different short-range potentials would ju
lead to different levels of enhancement but would not lead
qualitative changes.

It has recently been proposed@41# that the following
‘‘bare’’ second osmotic virial coefficient of protein solution
should be independent of the protein chargeZ and the salt
concentrationCs , for not too lowCs , namely,

B2
(0)5B22Z2/4Cs . ~15!

This remarkable scaling, which has been observed for a n
ber of experimental conditions@41#, may be explained by
simple arguments based on Donnan equilibrium@81#. As
shown, for example, in Fig. 1 of Ref.@81#, this simple rela-
tion holds remarkably well above a salt concentration ofCs
'0.25 M for a wide range of experimental measurements
B2 for lysozyme, which all tend to a plateau value
B2

0/B2
(HS)'(22.760.2). One implication of this observe

scaling is that the attractive interactions that governB2
(0) are

indeed roughly independent of salt concentrations aboveCs
'0.25 M . When the same scaling procedure is applied
our B2 curves, a similar plateau develops for both the DC
and the SCM models, albeit withB2

(0) less negative than tha
found in the experiments, as seen in Fig. 11. The inset to
11 shows that the bare SCM and DCM second virial coe
cients forZ510 go over to a plateau value determined by
‘‘sticky sphere’’ result~14!.

One could, of course, very easily match our data w
experiments by adjusting the value oft, but in keeping with
our earlier work@50# this is not attempted here. Clearly th
scaling does bring the DCM and SCMB2’s close together for
a givenZ, but for differentZ the scaling collapse is not a
good as that seen in experiments, since it sets in onl

FIG. 11. The same data as in Fig. 10 are shown here for the
virial coefficient defined by@B22Z2/4Cs#/B2

(HS) . The arrow is a
guide to the eye for the direction of increasing protein chargeZ. The
scaling collapse at highCs has been related to a Donnan equili
rium effect @81#. In the inset, results for the DCM~solid line! and
SCM ~symbols! for Z510 are compared with the result correspon
ing to the sticky hard sphere potential, Eq.~14!, alone ~dashed
lines!.
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larger Cs . Nevertheless, considering the high density
coions and counterions in the simulation, it is remarka
that a simple Donnan argument based on ideal gas te
performs so well.

The origin of the nonmonotonic variation ofB2* with Cs

can be traced back to the subtle correlation effects wh
cause an enhancement of the effective Coulomb repulsio
intermediate salt concentrations in the DCM. These effe
cannot be rationalized in terms of simple mean-field scre
ing arguments@54#. The protein-microion correlations are o
a different nature than those in the SCM, where they lead
a much more conventional, monotonic decay ofB2 with Cs ,
similar to that expected from a simple screening picture.
emphasize that the observed nonmonotonicity is unrelate
the mutual protein orientations illustrated in Fig. 7. It is e
plicitly shown in Fig. 7~b! that mutual orientations have
significant influence on the interaction force at small sepa
tion distancesr ,1.025sp . However, Fig. 8~a! reveals that
the range of distances where a nonmonotonicity of the in
action force versus added salt is apparent is fairly beyond
distancer .1.1sp . Thus, the interaction force is nonmono
tonic versus added salt at distances about 8 Å from the
tein surface, where the influence of mutual protein orien
tions is negligible. The relatively long-range behavior~as
compared to the linear Debye screening lengthr D) of the
nonmonotonicity of the force versus added salt is entailed
the strong coupling between protein surface charge and
ions in the DCM model and correlations between the elec
double layers associated with these surface charges. S
correlations could result in long-range interactions, due, e
to an overcharging effect~see Ref.@82#!.

In order to gain further insight into the physical mech
nism responsible for the unusual variation of the effect
interaction potential and ofB2 with salt concentration in the
DCM, we consider the influence of a second nearby prot
on the microion distribution close to a central protein. W
have computed the difference between ‘‘inner’’ and ‘‘oute
shell microion contact densities forZ510, as schematically
illustrated in the inset in Fig. 12. The local microion dens
is no longer spherically symmetric, due to the interference
the electric double layers associated with the two prote
The differenceDr5r in2rout between the mean number o
microions within a fraction of a spherical shell of radiusR
50.6sp subtended by opposite 60° cones, is plotted in F
12 versus salt concentration.Dr is always positive, indicat-
ing that microions~ mainly counterions! tend to cluster in the
region between the proteins, rather than on the oppo
sides. This may be understood because the counterions
lower the total electrostatic energy by being shared betw
two proteins. However, there is a very significant differen
in the variation ofDr with salt concentrationCs , between
the SCM and the DCM models. Both exhibit similar beha
ior for lower salt concentrationsCs<0.5 mol/l; for example,
both show a small maximum around 0.2 mol/l. But for s
concentrations above 0.5 mol/l, the SCM predicts a mo
tonic decrease ofDr, while the DCM leads to a sharp pea
in Dr for Cs.1 mol/l. This highly nonmonotonic behavio
clearly correlates with the nonmonotonicity observed in Fi
8–10. The basic mechanism can be summarized as follo
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-
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For the DCM, the excess number of microions between
two proteins leads to an excess entropic pressure or forc
demonstrated in Fig. 13, which is the origin of the increas
repulsion between proteins aroundCs51 mol/l. The en-
hanced microion density arises from subtle crowded cha
correlation effects that cannot easily be understood a

FIG. 12. Difference in the microion densities between and o
side two proteins near contact,Dr, versus salt concentration fo
protein chargeZ510 at a protein-protein separation ofr 51.2sp .
The solid and dashed lines correspond to the DCM and SCM m
els, respectively. The inset shows the angular range over whichDr
is averaged~see text!. The nonmonotonic density profile for th
DCM lies at the origin of the nonmonotonic behavior seen for
forces, potentials, and virial coefficients calculated for this mod

FIG. 13. The electrostatic~dashed lines! and entropic~solid
lines! components of the protein-protein interaction force at
protein-protein separationr 51.2sp , in units of kBT/lB , versus
salt concentrationCs , for a protein charge ofZ510. Lines with or
without symbols correspond to SCM or DCM results. This figu
demonstrates that the difference between the two models arise
marily from the contributions of the entropic force.
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mean-field level. It was suggested in Ref.@32# that such an
enhancement of the cation density around lysozyme at hig
salt concentrations could increase the net protein charge
lead to nonmonotonicity in the lysozyme solubility.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have calculated the effective intera
tions and the second osmotic virial coefficientB2 of protein
solutions incorporating the electrostatics within the ‘‘prim
tive’’ model of electrolytes. In this way, we include nonline
screening, overscreening, and correlation effects mis
within the standard Poisson-Boltzmann description. For d
crete charge distributions, the interactions and relatedB2
vary in a nonmonotonic fashion with increasing ion
strength, while for the smeared charge model, a stand
workhorse of colloidal physics, this effect is absent. The
correlation-induced effects are missed within nonlinear
theory, and similar coarse-graining techniques taken from
theory of colloids. In addition to this, our simulations ind
catethe necessity of taking entropic forces into accountwhen
treating systems on the nanoscale. These forces are beli
to be essential in the salting-out effect@73,83# and could lead
to an attraction even between neutral globular prote
@28,84#.

Our MD calculations can easily be extended to the m
complex (pH dependent! charge patterns of realistic protein
@85#. In fact, in some cases it may be easier to do a full M
simulation than to solve the nonlinear PB equations in a v
complicated geometry. We expect mechanisms similar
those found for the DCM to carry over to the more realis
protein models, leading, for example, to an enhanc
protein-protein repulsion at intermediate salt concentrati
Since the second osmotic virial coefficient determines m
of the excess~nonideal! part of the chemical potential o
semidilute protein solutions, we expect the nonmonotonic
of B2 to have a significant influence on protein crystalliz
tion from such solutions in the course of a ‘‘salting-ou
process. The nonmonotonic behavior also suggests the
sibility of an inverse, ‘‘salting-in’’ effect, whereby a reduc
tion of salt concentration may bringB2 into the ‘‘crystalliza-
tion slot’’ @3,12#. The sensitivity ofB2 to ion-correlation
effects may help to explain the salt specificity of th
Hofmeister series@73#. Finally, we stress that our nonmono
tonicity is qualitatively different from that observed fo
added nonadsorbing@86,87# and adsorbing@88# polymers or
that which result from incorporating repulsive hydratio
forces at higher salt concentrations@23,24#.
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